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my crush on
hilary duff 2 (2005)
cast
See Cast, My Crush on Hilary Duff 1.

Season 2

Episode 20
title:

A Year Ago Today

air date:

May 1, 2005

summary
It’s been one year since the start of my crush. I talk about it a lot. We
go on a Sunday groove this time to the mall. After that, we stop at
Chevy’s and eat. On my Dana, I make a list of things that make me
ecstatic.

notes
Hilary does not appear in this episode. This is the third consecutive
episode in which she does not appear because of lack of material
belonging to her.
This is the last groove of the series.
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trivia
Things that make me ecstatic:
1. Hilary Duff
2. The garbage company Waste Management
3. The Haylie Duff song “One in This World”
4. Firefighters
5. Boys being the eldest and girls being the youngest
6. Red Robin
7. TGI Friday’s
8. The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
9. My aunts and uncle being brother and sisters
10. Haylie Duff
11. My sympathy for Lindsey
12. Picking up Nana on Saturdays
13. Maple syrup
14. Soup
15. The nickname “Sissy”
16. Only taking 5 minutes to get ready
17. Joan of Arcadia
18. Peet’s Coffee in Rancho Penasquitos
19. The softball games
Bonus:
1. The bus we take to the softball games
2. Summer from Napoleon Dynamite
Episode 21
title:

The Movie In The House

air date:

June 17, 2005

summary
Maya takes me to see The Perfect Man starring Hilary Duff and
Heather Locklear. I don’t get a whole lot out of it like I did with
Raise Your Voice. Maya hates the movie. Other than that, it is pretty
uneventful.

quotes
maya: “That movie sucked; bad acting, bad plot, bad writing.”
blaze: “I didn’t like it that much either.”
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Episode 22
title:

Host Hilary

air date:

August 2005

summary
Hilary hosts or is a guest on a variety of TV shows. She hosts the Teen
Choice Awards and talks about people who got killed in car accidents
because she is trying to raise awareness about teens getting drunk and
driving. She says that the people who got killed in the car accident would
have been there at the Teen Choice Awards that night if they were still
alive. On another day, she is on Regis and Kelly with her sister Haylie.
Episode 23
title:

Severe Crush Damage (Reliving December 2004 But In A Negative Way)
September 11, 2005

air date:

summary
I’m out walking with Mom and we run into OK! magazine with an
article about Hilary Duff and her home life. I don’t want to get it,
but Mom buys it for me. I read about Hilary and her boyfriend Joel
Madden and I am disgusted. Only this time I let it ruin my day. I
obsess about it like Danny with his OCD. The possibility of my crush
getting axed is great today, more than ever before.

notes
Two years ago, Courtney left my school and I feel the same way I did then.
Hilary and Joel apparently started dating in 2004, but it was not
explicit till 2005.
Joel Madden is eight years older than Hilary and me.

quotes
mom: “I want you to focus more on Kelly Clarkson.”
me: “She’s five years older than me.”
mom: “So? I’m sick of hearing about Hilary Duff.”

soundtrack listing
“Dummy” by Emma Roberts (Unfabulous and More 2005)
This song plays because the singer is saying that she is being taken
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advantage of. In this case I was becoming Hilary’s dummy because I
was clinging to her all this time while she was with Joel Madden.
Episode 24
title:

Hilary’s Latest And Greatest Cd

air date:

November 10, 2005

summary
I’m waiting for my bus at the end of school. I feel bad for my friend
Tina C in Lower School because her dog got eaten by a coyote. Then
I see Tina (my friend Ryan’s sister) and that goes away instantly. I get
Tina’s e-mail address and my crush on Hilary goes on hiatus again
while I am crushed over Tina. But this hiatus lasts very briefly when I
get an e-mail from Tina telling me she has a boyfriend. Later on, Déja
buys Hilary Duff’s album Most Wanted for me.

notes
This is the second and last hiatus of my crush on Hilary Duff.
Deja bought me Most Wanted on November 28, 2005.

trivia
Small pets often get eaten by coyotes in this part of town, where there
are canyons and the coyotes come out at night.
Episode 25
title:

Hil, I’m Very Fond Of You

air date:

December 21, 2005

summary
A year ago this month, my crush was real up but now it’s just regular.
We do however go see Cheaper by the Dozen 2. Hil is pretty good.
Ryan asks if I am going to marry her, as if I am going to be having a
reality relationship with her. Which I thought I might.

notes
This was Ryan’s last appearance in the series because of the breakup
between him and Déja in February 2006.
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soundtrack listing
“Is It Love?” by Play (Play 2002)
Episode 26
title:

About Hilary

air date:

December 30, 2005

summary
I am in the Ralph’s Coffee Shop. I see a magazine about the true life
story of Hilary Duff and read a little about Joel Madden. This time I
am able to read it without getting disgusted. I even learn about Joel
Madden. He has a twin brother, an older brother, and a younger sister.

notes
This was Joel Madden’s second and last appearance in the series.
Episode 27
title:

The Same Old, Part 1

air date:

December 31, 2005

summary
I watch Hilary on TV. Her voice sounds really different than it has in
the past year. It’s New Year’s Eve and it’s been almost two years that I
have been crushed over her. Unfortunately, Green Day interrupts the
session with Hilary and I’m really irritated.

notes
My hatred of Green Day was brought on when my annoying old friend
from elementary school told me to like them instead of Hilary Duff.
I now like Green Day.

trivia
I don’t really like to be roped into things. Whenever I am, I begin to
blacklist the things I’m being roped into.
Episode 28
title:

The Same Old, Part 2

air date:
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summary
It’s now the New Year and Hilary Duff is hosting New Year’s Eve Live.
She sings “Beat of My Heart.” I lie in bed and watch her. I also watch
Napolean Dynamite, which her sister Haylie stars in as well.

quotes
mom: “She just keeps singing the same thing over and over; ‘beat of my

heart, beat of my heart, beat of my heart.’”
blaze: “Mo-om, for crying out loud!”
Episode 29
title:

Let’s Get This Movie On The Road

air date:

March 5, 2006

summary
Bo buys me The Perfect Man on DVD. My collection is now as follows:
the Lizzie McGuire movie; the poster, which is no longer hung on my
door; the collage; Cheaper by the Dozen; A Cinderella Story; Raise
Your Voice; and last but not least, The Perfect Man. I don’t really know
how I feel about The Perfect Man.

notes
I have not watched The Perfect Man since this day.
Episode 30
title:

I Live It Again

air date:

April 1, 2006

summary
It’s been twenty-three months since I became a fan of Hilary Duff.
It’s a Saturday. I go for a driving lesson with Gabe and then go out
to the 99-cent store in Encinitas with Mom and Nana. Then I go
out with Bo. We go to the hot tub, sauna, and pool (the “Jewish
Triathlon”).

notes
On this day I become a fan of Andrea Barber who plays Kimmy Gibbler
on Full House. I’ve been watching this show in syndication for a while,
but I become a fan of hers for only one day.
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Hilary Duff does not appear in this episode. This is the fourth consecutive episode in which she does not appear. Cause: Focus on another girl.
Episode 31
title:

Things That Come

air date:

May 27, 2006

summary
When a Saturday groove plan doesn’t work out, I get really upset.
But aside from that, in addition to being a fan of Madonna (not a
crush, just fanhood) I have developed a crush on Tatyana Ali (Ashley
Banks on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air). I go out and get a haircut with
Lavander that day. The next day my thing with Tatyana Ali is getting
warmed up. In the afternoon I go out with Gabe and Mom to look
for a suit and tie for graduation. Then I go out with Bo. He buys me
Grand Theft Auto, San Andreas.

notes
This is the last appearance of Gabe in the series.
Hilary Duff does not appear in this episode—the fifth consecutive
episode where she does not appear. Reason: Focus on another girl.
This is also the last time I am seen shopping in the series.
Episode 32
title:

Code Hilary

air date:

July 14, 2006

summary
My crush happens to be back to normal. I wake up in the morning
from having a dream of being in an elevator with a chick and being
romantic. It was an unidentified chick, so I decided it was Hannah
Montana from the Hannah Montana show. I decide to be crushed
over her for the day and pretend to run away from my problems with
her. I then think about her from the minute I get up to the minute I
go down, just like I had done with Hilary Duff. When a swimming
plan doesn’t work out and I get into a fight with Déja, I pretend
Hannah Montana is sitting next to me on the couch and we are
talking. But this crush ceases after only one day.
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Episode 33
title:

That Movie Rocks (Wrapping The Crush) Part 1

air date:

August 18, 2006

summary
Material Girls opens and I go to see it with Maya. In the movie Hilary
and Haylie Duff play two sisters who go broke. Today it seems like
everything related to Hilary has happened before, except for two new
things:
Happened Before:
1. Hilary and Haylie being in the same movie or show together
2. Haylie Duff crying
3. Hilary Duff crying constantly like in Raise Your Voice
4. Haylie having a spell on me
5. Another star of Lizzie McGuire starring in the movie with Hil
6. Hilary Duff singing
New Events:
1. Hilary Duff performing a song by another artist; “Material Girl” by
Madonna
2. Hilary Duff going to jail in the movie
Episode 34
title:

That Movie Rocks (Wrapping The Crush) Part 2

air date:

august 18, 2006

summary
I enjoy the movie as today is the last day of my crush on Hilary Duff. It
is as if the spirits know that today is going to be the day when my crush
ends. I’ve been listening to Jimi Hendrix singing “Red House.” The
last lyric says, “If my baby don’t love me no more, I know her sister
will.” I consider doing this with Haylie and potentially being crushed
over Haylie maybe in a couple of years. Later on when the movie ends,
right there is where my crush on Hilary Duff ends for good. I decided
to end it because she has not had much work this year and I have
been interested in other girls. Matt has a very hard time believing this
when I tell him. I kind of knew ahead of time that this was going to be
the last event of my crush on Hilary Duff. But then it was uncertain
for a while what was going to happen to the crush. But then, official
decision: Today it ends.
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notes
This episode was split into two parts because I had to go to the bathroom in the middle of Material Girls.
In 2002 production on Lizzie McGuire was wrapped when Hilary
wanted to move higher with her career and they did not want to
replace her. Four years later I land in the exact same bubble and
wrap production on my crush on Hilary Duff for the same reason.
However, I gave no indication that this would be the series’ last
episode.
This is like Full House on the last episode of the series, which was
titled “Michelle Rides Again.” In this series finale, Joey, Uncle Jesse,
and Danny try to reboot Michelle’s memory after she falls off her
horse. All the regulars who had ever starred on the show appeared in
the last few minutes of the series. Today, everything I’ve experienced
during my crush happens on the same day, the last episode of my
crush on Hilary Duff. It ends the same way Full House did, but
eleven years later.

quotes
maya: “I think Haylie’s a better actress than Hilary.”
me (last line of the series): “Jimi Hendrix is in the house.”

(Maya doesn’t really listen to this comment or care much about it)

Post-Season

Special
title:

My Life After Hilary

air date:

August 21. 2006

summary
I start college and meet a girl, Lexa, in Yoga. I have developed a
friendly relationship and plan to start off as just friends. And we are
off to a good start. Down at Jimbo’s Market, a Goth girl named Tiana
has been checking me out a lot and scanning my items. At college,
I also meet Tara A, who I help get her soda when it is stuck in the
machine. She’s a potential girlfriend for about 30 seconds. At work,
I meet a girl, Anna, who claims to be “my number 1 fan.” I ask her
out on a date but she says she is focusing on school and is not dating.
But I did ask her. Matt comes into town to visit and we exchange words
about how my crush on Hilary Duff ended.
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notes
My crush on Hilary Duff was a legend. From 2004 to 2006 it was the
line of entertainment for the Ginsberg family. It exists now only in
memory after dying of natural causes.
In memory of my crush on Hilary Duff, 2004–2006.
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